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Captain, it is time for gork.

Yes, I am hungry too.
"Number one, you are too fat! No food for you."

"You're making the Enterprise tilt!"
I think I'm melting

Red Alert! Red Alert!
Captain. if Commander Riker gets too thin, he will evaporate!

I'm thirsty too.
He must be putting a container.

But there are no containers on the bridge!

Suggestions?

Mr. Data! That are you doing?

Thirsty......

Containers.....

Hmmm......

Computing

Blort
You always perform well under pressure, Mr. Data.

Hmmmm... I am feeling light headed.

And I am going blind.

SG BLFZ
The computer has analyzed the situation. Humanoids with large body fat percentages are emulsified by exposure to a tachyon field through which the Enterprise has just passed. The process can be reversed, but it requires your intellect to interact with the computer. Do you understand Mr. Data?

QPPSC
AZYPTS
The computer does not understand you. It's not polite to talk with your mouth full.

Sir! The Computer has figured out the reversal process. Should I proceed?
very well...

...engaging

BUZZZZZ

Arggg! It's Awful!
This is Terrible! They are mixed up! We must reverse the process. I agree Number one half
Get
Gordy and Dr.
Crusher!
QUICK!
Do you see the problem?

Yes! What shall we call them?

How about Rickard and Piker?

Can I be Piker?
Can you fix them?

Yes, but we must bombard them with antineutrinos.

But that is very risky! Captain, should we do it?

Yes!

No!
YES!
NO!

YES!
NO!

Let's let data decide.

OK
Yes, do it!

Increasing anti-neutrino fields to levels hitherto unknown to species in our galaxy.
Focusing field on Ricard's left nostril and Piker's ear. There will be a slight explosion in ten seconds...

Nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, four and a half, three, two, one...
Gasp!
It's worse than before!
They are joined!

Mr. Piker: I assume.

Yo!

Jeez!
We must try again!
Three, two, one...

BLORT

It worked
Mr. Riker I presume.
Yes sir. It's good to be back.
Get us out of here.

With pleasure, sir. Mr. Data, set a course for Blackburn six.
Engage! Ready!
All your medical signs are positive.

Good! There is still time for gork.

No Worf. The captain said we're not eating now.

Will, I've changed my mind.
EAT
time-

The End

LET'S